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Coming soon
Exclusive interviews in World Accounting Report
Continuing its series of Q&As with leading names in the 
international accounting and standard-setting space, World 
Accounting Report recently spent time with Michael Izza, the 
chief executive of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
England and Wales, and the chair of the UK Endorsement 
Board, Pauline Wallace. These conversations encompassing a 
diverse range of topics and insights into the challenges facing 
the profession will be available to read on i-law.com and 
worldaccountingreport.com in January and February 

ECJ and CAT case coverage from Competition 
Law Insight
Analysis of two recent judgments of interest to practitioners 
In the first, the Competition Appeal Tribunal in the UK recently 
denied the Competition and Markets Authority’s first application 
for a UK-wide warrant to enter domestic premises on the basis 
of section 28A of the Competition Act 1998. The judgment is 
“a notable break from the pattern of increasingly extensive 
and intrusive investigations by competition authorities” and 
commentary is provided by authors from Mayer Brown. 
Second, authors from Sidley Austin comment on the EU 
General Court’s valuable guidance on the assessment of 
essential facility infringements in Case T-136/19 – Bulgarian 
Energy Holding and Others v Commission. The judgment 
annulled the European Commission’s previous abuse of 
dominance decision on substantive and procedural grounds, 
which is a rare occurrence in antitrust.
Both reports will be available at www.competitionlawinsight.com 
in January.

Some 2024 housekeeping
The start of the new publication year is an excellent time to 
ensure that your email alerts are set up. These emails notify 
you each time content is published online.
If you access your subscriptions via i-law.com, go to “My tools”, 
click on “Email alerts” then select and update your preferences 
in the “Publication alerts” tab. 
If you use the Competition Law Insight or Farm Tax Brief 
websites to access your publications, go to “My account”, 
select “Editor’s picks” in the “Email alert subscriptions” tab and 
update.

Product spotlight
Farm Tax Brief is a unique news service 
providing concise, practical guidance on the 
financial and legal issues that affect owners 
of agricultural businesses, land and property. 
The unique combination of expert case 
analysis, technical articles, comprehensive 
news coverage and tax planning advice will 
bring immediate benefits to you in terms of 
time saved, and to your clients in terms of 
the most informed advice offered.
Published 10 times per year, Farm Tax Brief provides:
u  Practical tax planning and legal advice relating to farms and 

farming partnerships
u  Coverage of important developments in legislation and 

revenue practice
u  Analysis of key judgments from the England and Wales tax 

tribunals and Chancery courts

Topics regularly covered include:
u  Taxation of agricultural holdings   
u  Inheritance Tax    
u  Capital Gains Tax   
u  Business Property Relief   
u  Agricultural Relief   
u  VAT   
u  Farm diversification   
u  Equine businesses    
u  Capital Allowances   
u  HMRC guidance and legislation    
u  Probate and succession planning   
u  Wills and estates
Farm Tax Brief is edited by Julie Butler, founding partner at 
Butler & Co. Julie qualified as a chartered accountant in 1980 
and established Butler & Co in 1986. She is a widely respected 
author in the specialist – and complex – areas of farm and 
equine tax planning, diversification and taxation of farmers 
and landowners. She is also a prolific speaker on these issues 
and has been quoted in the national press.
To view the latest content from this title visit www.farmtaxbrief.com
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Farm Tax Brief

1 From the editor
1 Topic of the month

Farm tax mitigation, avoidance, artifi cial 
avoidance and evasion

2 From the tribunals
Further insight on capital allowances 
complications for farmers – Altrad

Contentious claims for mixed-usage SDLT

5 Briefi ng
The consequences of selling at under value

Temporary recreational campsites and 
Inheritance Tax

Deferred consideration in development 
arrangements

  From the editor  
 This issue reports on the Autumn Statement of 22 November 2023 in brief 
terms, before discussing farm tax mitigation, tax avoidance and evasion as 
“topic of the month”, a theme which is continued throughout. The  Altrad 
Services  case on marginal capital allowances schemes is considered in 
“From the tribunals” along with some of the many contentious claims for 
the Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) mixed-usage rate and how the tax 
boundaries are pushed too far at the possible expense of valid claims. 
Tax planning around farm campsites is reviewed with the changes to 
permitted development rights, highlighting the need to stick within the rules 
where possible on planning permission. The issue also considers sales at 
under value and holdover relief – again, a marginal area of tax planning but 
one which must be treated with care. 

  Autumn Statement  
 Farm workers, partners, agricultural contractors and sole traders will 
have reduced National Insurance. There was an extension until 2024/25 
of the current 75 per cent relief on business rates up to £110,000, which 
could impact farmers who have diversifi ed into farm shops, cafes or 
leisure facilities. There are no predicted changes to Inheritance Tax, 
nor guidance on farming for the environment and Environmental 
Land Management schemes (ELMs), with the announcement being 
delayed to the spring. Many farm leaders have called on the Treasury to 
remove the uncertainty over the tax treatment of agricultural land into 
environment schemes, especially the government on ELMs. Previous issues 
of FTB have looked into the impact of this uncertainty and tax planning 
guidance. Many farmers and landowners desperately need confi rmation so 
that they can plan for the future. “Full expensing” for Corporation Tax has 
been made permanent. 

 Overall, the Autumn Statement was considered to be a disappointment 
for farmers and further analysis will be featured in forthcoming issues.  

  Topic of the month  
  Farm tax mitigation, avoidance, 
artifi cial avoidance and evasion  
 All farm businesses must be very aware of the boundaries between tax 
mitigation, tax avoidance, artifi cial avoidance and evasion in the farming 
context. There has been a lot in the tax press about Stamp Duty Land Tax 
(SDLT) cases on a possible “no win no fee” basis where it appears there is 
nothing to lose other than, perhaps, one’s reputation – see “Contentious 
claims for mixed-usage SDLT” on p 3. 
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Recently published
Competition Law Insight
Competition authorities on generative AI
The early birds catch the worm
The latest developments in generative 
artificial intelligence and especially so-
called foundation models or large language 
models have the potential to redefine market 
structures and competitive dynamics across 
industries, but also create new markets with 
their own problems.  
www.competitionlawinsight.com/regulatory/competition-
authorities-on-generative-ai--1.htm

Greed or need?
Focusing competition policy in inflationary times
Record levels of inflation worldwide have resulted from a wide 
range of factors: the economic recovery from the Covid-19 
pandemic; the Russia-Ukraine war; disruptions to supply chains; 
and high levels of employment (amongst others). This inflation, 
paired with stagnant or declining real wages, has led to increased 
public and governmental pressure on antitrust agencies to help 
tackle the global cost-of-living crisis facing consumers. 
www.competitionlawinsight.com/practice-and-procedure/
enforcement/greed-or-need-155168.htm

Let it snow
CMA clears Microsoft’s previously blocked acquisition of 
Activision Blizzard
Having previously rejected Microsoft’s US$69 billion bid to 
purchase games maker Activision Blizzard on the basis that 
the behavioural remedies offered by the parties would in 
effect require the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority 
(CMA) to act as a quasi-sector regulator in the cloud-gaming 
market, the CMA has now given the deal the go-ahead.
www.competitionlawinsight.com/competition-issues/let-it-
snow-155190.htm

Farm Tax Brief
Topic of the month
Farm tax mitigation, avoidance, artificial 
avoidance and evasion
All farm businesses must be very aware of 
the boundaries between tax mitigation, tax 
avoidance, artificial avoidance and evasion in 
the farming context.   
www.farmtaxbrief.com/revenue/topic-of-the-
month-155375.htm

Contentious claims for mixed-usage SDLT 
Henderson Acquisitions Ltd v Revenue and Customs [2023] 
UKFTT 739 (TC)
Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) planning is important when 
buying a farm or selling part of farms tax efficiently. SDLT 
has been both in the headlines and subject to mailshot by 
“ambulance chasing” tax advisers looking for SDLT refunds on 
a possible “no win no fee” basis.
www.farmtaxbrief.com/revenue/contentious-claims-for-mixed-
usage-sdlt-155377.htm

From the tribunals
Altrad Services Ltd and Another v Revenue and Customs  
[2023] EWCA Civ 474
Altrad Services Ltd and Robert Wiseman and Sons Ltd (the 
taxpayers) entered into a plan designed to enhance their 
entitlement to capital allowances on assets they already 
owned. Broadly, they sold the assets to a bank, the bank 
leased them back to Altrad for three or four weeks, and then 
the bank sold the assets to Altrad.  
www.farmtaxbrief.com/disputes/from-the-tribunals-155376.htm  
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Interesting questions raised by 
the US Amazon case
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The relationship between 
infl ation and competition law

6 Foreign subsisidies
What the European regime 
means for M&A

11 Personal liability
Lessons learnt from recent 
German cartel judgments
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         Amazon: Khan and 
the judiciary 
 One must at least give Lina Khan, chair of the US Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) full marks for bravery. In fi ling her 172-page complaint backed by 17 
state attorneys general she was not just taking on digital giant Amazon, but 
also an uphill battle against the sceptical judiciary and the existing law. 

 The spotlight has focused on Khan and Jonathan Kanter, assistant attorney 
general for antitrust at the Department of Justice, in their determination to 
ensure the application of a more vigorous US antitrust law. This focus on the 
agency heads, however, overlooks the role of the US Federal judiciary. Aside 
from natural scepticism from the judiciary in respect of broad claims to act 
made by Federal agencies, there is the bigger issue of the consumer welfare 
doctrine. Whilst it is broadly correct to say that historically US antitrust law 
was more interventionist that is no longer the case. It has not been so since 
the late 1970s. One cannot wish away the modern case law. The Federal 
judiciary has become adept in considering and applying US antitrust law in 
the light of the consumer welfare doctrine. There is now extant modern case 
law to draw upon which is steeped in the consumer welfare doctrine. 

 This existing precedent and the judiciary which applies it are probably a 
far greater barrier to developing a different more interventionist approach to US 
antitrust law than the power of all the digital platforms combined. The FTC under 
Khan has already faced losses before the Federal judiciary in  Microsoft/Activision
and  Meta/Within Unlimited . It is open to question whether the FTC’s  Amazon
complaint will fare any better than its attempt to block than these recent mergers. 

 It is also clear that the  Amazon  case brought under the monopolisation 
provision contained in section 2 of the Sherman Act poses some technical 
challenges for the FTC. Not least the argument that there is indeed monopolisation. 
Amazon has approximately 40 per cent of the e-commerce market in the US. 
It can also point to e-commerce competitors such as Walmart and new 
emerging digital competitors. In addition, there is still at least some competitive 
pressure from existing physical retailers as the overwhelming majority of retail 
goods continue to be sold in physical stores. The FTC in its complaint seeks to 
defi ne the relevant markets much more narrowly. However, this is one point 
where the battle lines will be drawn between Amazon and the FTC, and where a 
conservative and sceptical judiciary may well have a decisive impact. 

 For Europeans looking on, the  Amazon  case raises an interesting question 
of whether, globally, antitrust law becomes increasingly bifurcated, with 
the European Union developing a more interventionist antitrust decisional 
practice and case law. And that law being reinforced by additional regulatory 
powers such as those contained in the Digital Markets Act. By contrast, the 
US, despite the best efforts of Khan and Kanter, would take a different course. 

 It would continue to substantially follow the existing consumer welfare 
dominated case law, underpinned and protected by the Federal judiciary.  

Briefing
Deferred consideration in development arrangements
For farmers the subject of obtaining investment, higher 
interest rates and cashflow is of particular interest, therefore, 
so is deferred consideration of farmland development deals, ie 
monies to be received in the future.   
www.farmtaxbrief.com/revenue/deferred-consideration-in-
development-arrangements-155380.htm

Trusts and Estates
National Fund in the Court of Appeal
Cy-près schemes and the Charities Act 2011 
This is the first Court of Appeal decision 
concerning the power to direct a cy-près 
scheme since the enactment of what is 
now section 67 of the Charities Act 2011. 
It therefore bears careful reading by those 
practising in the charities field. 
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=437183

Litigation costs of personal representatives and trustees: An update
Richefond and Stoney-Anderson in the spotlight
Two recent authorities have considered the application of 
general costs rules to contentious probate and administration 
proceedings and the ability of personal representatives to rely on 
their indemnity for properly incurred legal costs from the estate.
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=437182 

Relief from forfeiture
Withers Trust Corporation Ltd v The Estate of Hannah 
Goodman [2023] EWHC 2780 (Ch)
This was a decision of Master McQuail. This case is notable as 
an example of where the motive for making the application 
under the Forfeiture Act 1982 was achieving a more 
favourable taxation position. 
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=437184

The tackiness of domicile
Understanding the “sticky proposition”
The rules for ascertaining domicile are well settled, save for 
the proposition with which this article is concerned: that a 
domicile of origin is more tenacious than a domicile of choice 
(“the sticky proposition”). 
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=437083

World Accounting Report
UK audit inspections
Financial Reporting Council publishes annual 
reports
The Financial Reporting Council has published 
its annual reports setting out the results of its 
audit quality inspections at the seven largest 
audit firms in the UK. The headline news was 
that audit quality has improved, but that there 
are still inconsistencies to iron out in order to ensure that good 
and best practices are applied consistently. 
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=437256 

IASB and FASB joint meeting
Sharing news and views on standard-setting
The IASB and the FASB recently had their annual, joint 
information-sharing meeting in London. As usual, this led to 
an interesting exchange of views between the members of 
the two boards.
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=437253

UK update
Financial Reporting Council news
In recent months, the Financial Reporting Council has 
announced its new chief executive, and published its latest 
annual report, details of which are summarised in this article. 
It has also published its annual audit inspection findings.
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=437255
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  From the editor  
 This issue reports on the Autumn Statement of 22 November 2023 in brief 
terms, before discussing farm tax mitigation, tax avoidance and evasion as 
“topic of the month”, a theme which is continued throughout. The  Altrad 
Services  case on marginal capital allowances schemes is considered in 
“From the tribunals” along with some of the many contentious claims for 
the Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) mixed-usage rate and how the tax 
boundaries are pushed too far at the possible expense of valid claims. 
Tax planning around farm campsites is reviewed with the changes to 
permitted development rights, highlighting the need to stick within the rules 
where possible on planning permission. The issue also considers sales at 
under value and holdover relief – again, a marginal area of tax planning but 
one which must be treated with care. 

  Autumn Statement  
 Farm workers, partners, agricultural contractors and sole traders will 
have reduced National Insurance. There was an extension until 2024/25 
of the current 75 per cent relief on business rates up to £110,000, which 
could impact farmers who have diversifi ed into farm shops, cafes or 
leisure facilities. There are no predicted changes to Inheritance Tax, 
nor guidance on farming for the environment and Environmental 
Land Management schemes (ELMs), with the announcement being 
delayed to the spring. Many farm leaders have called on the Treasury to 
remove the uncertainty over the tax treatment of agricultural land into 
environment schemes, especially the government on ELMs. Previous issues 
of FTB have looked into the impact of this uncertainty and tax planning 
guidance. Many farmers and landowners desperately need confi rmation so 
that they can plan for the future. “Full expensing” for Corporation Tax has 
been made permanent. 

 Overall, the Autumn Statement was considered to be a disappointment 
for farmers and further analysis will be featured in forthcoming issues.  

  Topic of the month  
  Farm tax mitigation, avoidance, 
artifi cial avoidance and evasion  
 All farm businesses must be very aware of the boundaries between tax 
mitigation, tax avoidance, artifi cial avoidance and evasion in the farming 
context. There has been a lot in the tax press about Stamp Duty Land Tax 
(SDLT) cases on a possible “no win no fee” basis where it appears there is 
nothing to lose other than, perhaps, one’s reputation – see “Contentious 
claims for mixed-usage SDLT” on p 3. 
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  Relief from forfeiture  
   Withers Trust Corporation Ltd v The 
Estate of Hannah Goodman   
[2023] EWHC 2780 (Ch)  
by  Hugh Cumber  

 In a judgment delivered on 10 October 2023, the High Court granted relief from 
the operation of the forfeiture rule in the case of  Withers Trust Corporation Ltd 
v The Estate of Hannah Goodman  [2023] EWHC 2780 (Ch). This was a decision 
of Master McQuail. This case is notable as an example of where the motive for 
making the application under the Forfeiture Act 1982 was achieving a more 
favourable taxation position. As will be seen, the ultimate objects of the estate 
of the deceased both before and after relief from forfeiture was granted were 
so similar that the difference was accepted by the Master to be “de minimis”. 
The case confi rms the importance of the Director of Public Prosecutions 
(DPP) guidance on encouraging or assisting suicide in the determination of 
applications for relief from forfeiture. 

 The forfeiture rule is the rule of public policy which prevents a person 
who has unlawfully killed another person from benefi ting from their death. 
This includes the obvious case where the wrongdoer benefi ts under the will 
of the deceased or under the law of intestacy, but also less obvious cases 
such as where they benefi t under a policy of life assurance ( Cleaver v Mutual 
Fund Life Association  [1892] 1 QB 147). The rule was recognised in the 
Forfeiture Act 1982. 

 In addition to the obvious cases of murder and manslaughter, the rule is 
wide enough to encompass, for example, causing death by dangerous driving 
(as in the modern case of  Re Amos  [2020] EWHC 1063 (Ch)). Importantly for the 
purposes of this article, it also includes aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring 
another’s suicide. Suicide was a crime at common law but was decriminalised 
by the Suicide Act 1961. However, assisting in the suicide of another remains 
a crime (Suicide Act 1961, section 2). In the specifi c case of assisted dying, 
the DPP has for some time declined to prosecute in many cases. This led to 
the well-known decision of the House of Lords in  R (Purdy) v DPP  [2009] UKHL 
45, requiring the DPP to promulgate guidance on prosecution decision making 
in relation to assisted dying. This led to the current status quo, with guidance 
as to the exercise of discretion publicly available (currently available at https://
www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/suicide-policy-prosecutors-respect-cases-
encouraging-or-assisting-suicide). The present criminal law is in something 
of an anomalous position in the case of assisted dying, relying as it does on 
prosecutorial discretion and Parliament having declined to intervene to create a 
legislative framework for assisted dying (as is the case in some other countries, 
including notably Canada). 
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 International 
 IASB – Climate-related Risks in the 
Financial Statements 
  In its September 2023 meeting, the IASB board took some key decisions on the 
direction of its new project on reporting climate-related risks in the fi nancial 
statements. These included setting the scope of the project, and the extent to 
which it will consider amending IFRS standards that have been issued.  

 Background 
 The board decided to undertake a project on reporting climate-related risks 
in the fi nancial statements as a result of its 2021 agenda consultation. The 
respondents to the consultation considered that a project on the effects of 
climate-related risks in the fi nancial statements should be high priority, even 
though educational material had been published in November 2020 to explain 
how IFRS Accounting Standards already require companies to take into account 
the effects of climate-related risks when preparing their fi nancial statements. 
The feedback also showed that respondents considered that the board should 
move quickly on this topic. The objective of the project is to consider whether 
fi nancial statements could better communicate information about climate risk. 
Bearing in mind the need for rapid progress, the board decided that the project 
should be in the nature of maintenance, which means that it will consider the 
need for targeted amendments to the standards rather than, say, developing 
an entirely new standard. The restricted nature of the project implies that 
the board will not make other fundamental changes, such as changing the 
objective of fi nancial statements, or the defi nitions of assets and liabilities. 

 In their responses to the consultation, stakeholders had not been very 
specifi c about exactly what issues they wanted the board to address, nor what 
actions they had wanted the board to take. Accordingly in March 2023, when 
the board held a preliminary discussion about the project, it was agreed that 
the staff would conduct some outreach to better understand why stakeholders 
saw a need for the board to prioritise work in this area. In the September 
2023 meeting, the board received feedback from this outreach and discussed 
the type of actions it could take, and the areas it could address, and took 
preliminary decisions on both of these questions. It also decided on the scope 
of the project. 

 Feedback 
 The staff have obtained feedback from a number of the board’s consultative 
groups, including the Capital Markets Advisory Committee and the Global 
Preparers Forum [representing investors and companies, respectively], which 
had a joint meeting in June 2023 at which the topic of reporting climate-related 
risk was discussed along with other issues. 
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A year in review
Below is a selection of some of the most read articles – including 
archive commentary and more recently published editorial – 
across the Tax and Finance portfolio during 2023.

Competition Law Insight
A new dawn?
The Competition and Markets Authority is aware of its 
limitations. As with every regulator, there is only so much that 
it can do with the resources at its disposal.  
www.competitionlawinsight.com/regulatory/a-new-
dawn-154215.htm
The new Digital Markets Unit
The DMU has been established in shadow form since April 
2021, but without any legislative powers.  
www.competitionlawinsight.com/regulatory/the-new-digital-
markets-unit-153432.htm
CMA blocks Meta/Giphy
The UK Competition and Markets Authority has reissued 
its statement that Meta needs to divest Giphy because the 
completed acquisition may give rise to competition concerns.  
www.competitionlawinsight.com/competition-issues/cma-
blocks-metagiphy-152942.htm 
The risks of parallel enforcement at the European Court of Justice
In bpost (Case C-117/20) and Nordzucker (Case C-151/20), 
the Court of Justice of the European Union touches upon two 
closely correlated issues.
www.competitionlawinsight.com/practice-and-procedure/
the-risks-of-parallel-enforcement-at-the-european-court-of-
justice-153500.htm

Farm Tax Brief
Selling farms and farmland
As part of the survival strategy against Covid-19 some farmers 
will be selling off parcels of land to help with cashflow despite 
there being an uncertain farmland marketplace.  
www.farmtaxbrief.com/Covid19/selling-farms-and-farmland-
and-the-new-business-asset-disposal-relief-141508.htm
Glamping and farm holiday accommodation
The success of farm holiday accommodation has varied in 
recent years with the lockdown period of Covid-19 and then 
the 2021 success of the UK tourist industry.  
www.farmtaxbrief.com/guidancerules-and-legislation/
glamping-and-farm-holiday-accommodation--business-rates-
update-151303.htm
Urenco: More capital allowances debate
With the Annual Investment Allowance “permanently” 
increased to £1 million in the “mini-Budget”, the decisions 
on capital allowances become more pertinent as to premises 
versus function for plant.  
www.farmtaxbrief.com/revenue/capital-allowances/urenco-
more-capital-allowances-debate--the-function-and-premises-
test-152701.htm
Taking care with capital allowances
Recently the claim for capital allowances has become a 
significant tax subject in farming operations.  
www.farmtaxbrief.com/revenue/taking-care-with-capital-
allowances--glais-care-home-v-hmrc-137214.htm

Trusts and Estates
Trustees duty to account
Textbook writers emphasise that trustees must provide 
information to beneficiaries and keep accounts. If they fail in 
these duties then the court may compel them to do so.  
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=376513

Successive life interests
Discretionary settlements are a fairly recent innovation, in 
the development of trust law. In traditional settlements, 
beneficiaries were granted life interests.  
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=71892

Revisiting Cowan v Scargill
In Cowan v Scargill [1985] Ch 270 Megarry J famously held 
that trustees ought not to take social or ethical considerations 
into account when exercising investment powers, and that 
their sole concern should be financial return on the trust 
investments.  
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=424075

Culliford v Thorpe [2018] EWHC 426 (Ch)
This decision provides a useful example of the principles 
relating to common intention constructive trusts and 
proprietary estoppel in action.  
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=388739

World Accounting Report
Connectivity within the IFRS Foundation
There are many different ideas about what connectivity 
between the IASB and the International Sustainability 
Standards Board means.  
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=431824

Broader impacts of new sustainability reporting rules in Europe
The EU’s latest directive on sustainability reporting builds on 
the existing non-financial reporting requirements, but some 
new features mean that it will not only be member states that 
are affected by its provisions.
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=433000

Long-term risks and uncertainties
The second day of the IFRS Foundation 2023 Conference 
began with a session that covered reflecting long-term risks 
and uncertainties in financial reporting.
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=435317

IFRS Foundation Annual Report
The year 2022 was a landmark one for the IFRS Foundation, 
and the annual report for that year reveals some interesting 
information.
www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=434496  
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